Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Meeting #4b Summary Minutes APPROVED BY SAC
Date: Tuesday, December 1, 2015
Time: 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Location: 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, 7th Floor – Room 7A
SAC Members in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, John
Hasenberg, Marshall Johnson, Emily Kemper, Douglas MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Maggie
McGann, Rod Merrick, Rick Michaelson, Mike Mitchoff, Michael Molinaro, Danell Norby,
Douglas Reed, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Eli Spevak, Barbara Strunk, Young Sun Song David
Sweet, Eric Thompson, Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Vic Remmers, Teresa St. Martin
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Sandra Wood (BPS), Morgan Tracy (BPS), Julia Gisler (BPS),
Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Mark Raggett (BPS), Tyler Bump (BPS), Nicholas Kobel (BPS), Mikkel Ibsen
(BPS), Jason Richling (BDS), Anne Presentin (EnviroIssues), Shem Harding (Deca Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Allan Owens, Shannon Hiller Webb, Roger Zumwalt, Robert Lennox,
Terry Griffiths, Michelle Anderson, Paul Graves, Janet Baker, Kurt Nordback, Hillary Dames, Lara
Zingmark, Linda Meier
Meeting Objectives:
•
•
•

Finalize the discussion for the SAC project parameters
Review the takeaways from the neighborhood walks.
Create shared understanding of constraints and opportunities for narrow lot infill
development

Abbreviations: Q = Question; C = Comment; R = Response (staff)
Post-Meeting Clarifications or Links

WELCOME, MEETING INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL UPDATES
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) thanked SAC members for their attendance,
identified the meeting objectives (see above) and highlighted the meeting agenda. SAC
members should return the affordable alternative housing options worksheet by Friday,
December 4th, as well as respond to the Doodle poll regarding their preferred date for the
January charrette by Thursday, December 3rd.
The charrette is scheduled for Thursday, January 21, 2016 based on SAC feedback.
Anne Pressentin also indicated that public comment will occur near the beginning of SAC
meetings (after announcements) starting at SAC Meeting #5 on January 5, 2016.
Approval of Summary Minutes from SAC Meetings #3 and #4a:
Summary minutes from SAC Meetings #3 and #4a were provided. Anne indicated that the draft
summary minutes will feature minor revisions, including the highlight of post-meeting
clarifications in text boxes from questions during Chief Planner Joe Zehnder’s (BPS)
presentation in SAC Meeting #3 (November 3, 2015). This clarification method will be used in all
future SAC meeting summary minutes. Planning Manager Sandra Wood (BPS) reiterated that
this is the way that City staff will respond to future SAC questions that are not able to be
answered at the meeting. SAC members did not suggest additional revisions.
Summary Minutes from SAC Meetings #3, November 3, 2015 and
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/557850
Summary Minutes from SAC Meetings #4a, November 17, 2015:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/557851
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/559471
Facebook Page:
Associate Planner Todd Borkowitz (BPS) highlighted instructions for access to the ‘SAC –
Residential Infill Project’ Facebook group webpage. The page was developed in response to the
SAC’s desire for a non-mandatory, online forum to discuss issues related to residential infill.
While fully viewable to the general public to maintain process transparency, posts can only be
made by SAC members, project team consultants and City staff in order to manage the forum's
intended effectiveness. As all posts on this forum are considered public record, contributing
content should not be significantly revised or removed.
The instructions include City of Portland parameters and recommendations for use of this page,
as well as the limited role that City staff will have in approving and managing requests to join
the group, adding applicable content and clarifications and documenting group discussion. SAC
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members are responsible for recapping key discussions from the ‘SAC – Residential Infill
Project’ Facebook group in SAC meetings (BPS staff will allocate time in future meeting agenda).

PROJECT PARAMETERS
Planning Manager Sandra Wood (BPS) thanked SAC members who attended the November 17th
meeting, then gave an update on the SAC’s project parameters. Item #7 – regarding lot
‘splitting’ rules around land divisions and lot confirmations (inside project scope) and land
division rules regarding land division rules for density, density decoupling and rounding rules
(outside of project scope) - was an item of some contention in October 2015 SAC meetings. The
intent of the November 17th meeting was specifically to provide clarification and justification of
the City’s past and current decision making on this issue. The proposed scope that is open for
SAC discussion is believed by City staff to be consistent with the key concerns that the SAC has
been sharing.
Q: Why was affordability not mentioned in this presentation?
R: This discussion was specific in regards to concerns raised about Item #7. Affordability
will be discussed in the January SAC meeting when evaluation criteria will be discussed
and developed.
C: Increasing density was also not discussed.
Q: Why is re-coupling density to lot size out of the project scope?
R: City staff believes that current rationale for density and lot flexibility (to help preserve
existing homes, conserve natural resources and provide alternatives to sometimes
undesirable flag lots) are sound and should not be revised.
Also, amending land division regulations would require project involvement from other
bureaus that currently do not have budget allocated to do so. This project was never
intended to focus on the land division process and SAC members were not chosen based
on their specialty in this area.
Q: If the SAC disagrees with some project parameters, can a minority report be presented?
R: Would this be for the Planning & Sustainability Commission or City Council?
C: To whomever; it would just state that some SAC members disagree with some
of the project parameters.
R: A minority report should not be a problem if the SAC agrees to provide
one.
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C: Any minority report should be proposed to the entire SAC versus just a few SAC
members.
C: Agreed. This could start a slippery slope towards diminishing the SAC’s
effectiveness.
R: There will continue to be many opportunities throughout the project process
for the SAC to provide feedback.
C: As the product of this project process will be code language, SAC
recommendations should be oriented towards this.
C: There should be opportunity to create a parking lot for related
concerns, but not an addendum to project parameters.
C: Proposing multiple ADUs equates to decoupling density from lot size.
R: Multiple ADUs do not equate to decoupling density as no lots are being divided.
Q: Are introducing stacked flats that increase density part of the SAC’s scope?
R: The current code has a general ‘one house per lot’ rule with nine exceptions
(discussed in SAC Meeting #3).
C: Please confirm whether the SAC’s scope will include considering a change to existing
densities in single-dwelling areas.
R: The SAC’s scope will include determining what, if any, exceptions to the general ‘one
house per lot’ rule should be, as well as where they might apply.

NEIGHBORHOOD WALKS DEBRIEF
Public Involvement Lead Julia Gisler (BPS) thanked SAC members and residents who attended
the SAC neighborhood walks, then asked for a raise of hands for how many walks SAC members
participated in.
Key Takeaways – City Staff-Observed:
•
•
•

Greater appreciation of conflicts than expected.
Greater appreciation of collective SAC knowledge and expertise, complemented by
some SAC members who even lived on the routes.
Architects on the SAC highlighted many design issues and considerations on topics like
the integration of garages, as well as building heights and setbacks.
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•
•

•
•

Builders on the SAC highlighted the costs of building infill housing and challenges in
Portland’s development and permitting process.
Special interest representatives on the SAC highlighted key issues of concern for specific
populations, including access for seniors and people with disabilities, historic
preservation advocates and homebuyers commonly interested in the costs of homes per
square foot.
Noted the difficulty of concretely defining what neighborhood character is in each area.
Standards should effectively respond to the needs of future generations of residents.

Key Takeaways and Other Thoughts – SAC Members:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many homes on the north and south routes were not meeting rules; perhaps if they
were, the homes would have been less objectionable.
Some of the corner duplexes did not achieve the design intent that were prescribed in
the exceptions that allowed their development.
It was helpful to have developers provide a lens on what the market would and would
not support.
There is support for additional walks later in the process now that SAC members are
better informed on so many nuances to code complexities.
Having the neighbors come and offer their comments was good.
The ‘cheat sheet’ and other handouts were helpful, but information on the size and
monetary value of old and new houses would have also been informational.
R: The cheat sheets were emailed to SAC members and will be posted online.

•
•
•
•
•

•

How can contemporary designs be successfully a part of the neighborhood fabric
discussion?
There is a relationship between density and automobile use.
Attempts to create increased density on large lots in East Portland through townhouses
were unsuccessful due to their lack of connection to basic services.
In East Portland, a resident could not get anywhere in only twenty minutes. The City
needs to better plan for commercial districts that provide basic services.
How can infill continue to preventing gentrification and displacement? How does
development proceed and who benefits from it? Recognize that the standards only
address part of the issue, other City programs and processes should be considered as
well (e.g. affordable homeownership programs).
East and north walks brought to attention the accommodation of automobiles and
pedestrians, highlighting what worked and what did not. When cars are ‘subservient’,
good environments are generally created. It is striking that in East Portland, sidewalks
are required for new developments while the City fails to install them on existing
streets, limiting sidewalk connectivity.
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•

There was a lot of diversity in each neighborhood. How can the character of some areas
be replicated and better developed in other areas? How can this be done flexibly
through code?

Julia Gisler (BPS) added that these observations will be added to walk notes, which will then be
posted online. SAC members should provide any additional comments to her
(Julia.gisler@portlandoregon.gov) by December 4th.

PUBLIC OUTREACH OVERVIEW
Public Involvement Lead Julia Gisler (BPS) highlighted the draft Decision Process and
Engagement Schedule for the Residential Infill Project. The document adds public participation
to the SAC work plan. All Residential Infill Project events will continue to be open to and open
to public comment by the general public.
Currently, the general public can sign up for email updates through the project website, which
is in the process of being updated. Project staff is responding to phone calls from the general
public (calls/emails should go to Julia Gisler at 503-823-7624/ Julia.gisler@portlandoregon.gov).
The project team is finalizing an online survey for the general public, to be open between
December 9th and January 12th. Its intent is to gauge the pulse on what the general public thinks
about residential infill, and responses can inform decisions made by SAC members, City staff
and elected officials. The survey asks for items of concern and a rating of potential benefits, and
also includes some open-ended questions.
Link to Online Survey: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/2479550/Portland-Infill-Survey
Q: Who is putting the survey together?
R: Project staff and EnviroIssues (project consultant), with an intent to get general
feedback. As an opt-in survey, it is not statistically valid but will be conducted similarly
to how the City typically performs surveys.
Later in the work plan, a second proposed outreach effort will be done in the form of an online
open house, once concept alternatives are developed. A third effort will solicit public comment
on code language.
All public outreach will be part of a Public Involvement Plan that will be on the project website
once it is completed. The plan also seeks to identify stakeholders and effectively target
communities who are not always reached through traditional public outreach.
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C: There is a strong desire from the persons with disabilities community to be actively involved
in the Residential Infill Project process.
R: City staff hopes that SAC members will reach out to their respective networks. BPS
staff is creating an outreach template that will be made available for SAC members by
mid-December 2015. SAC members should inform Julia Gisler (503-823-7624/
Julia.gisler@portlandoregon.gov) of other communities who should be contacted by the
City.

NARROW LOTS/LOT CONFIRMATIONS
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) gave a presentation on narrow lot development that
reviewed key points from the November 17th SAC informational session on narrow lots.
Narrow Lot Development presentation:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/558043
Key Discussion and Takeaways:
• Lot confirmations of State of Oregon-recognized lot lines confirm the legal status of
these previously created lots. Land divisions create new lots from larger parcels of land.
While both processes may result in narrow lots identical in appearance, each type goes
through its own type of process and has different mandated development standards.
Q: Could BPS staff speak more on these comparisons?
R: Yes, these comparisons will be discussed in this presentation.
•
•

•

Development standards for skinny (pre-existing plats) lots were first developed in 1983
and revised in 1991. Narrow lots (created through modern subdivisions) were first
addressed by the City of Portland in 2003 code revisions.
Key narrow lot ‘design and form’ elements for the SAC to contemplate in developing
new code recommendations include:
o Attached units (unified or distinct roofline)
o Detached units
o Heights: 1, 2 and 3 story
o Setbacks
o Materials: finishes, trims and eaves
o Main entrances: orientations and heights
o Windows
Key narrow lot ‘garages and parking’ elements for the SAC to contemplate in developing
new code recommendations include:
o No parking
o Parking pads (no garage)
o Tuck under garages
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o Attached garages: street facing and rear facing (alley access)
o Detached garages (shared driveways)
Morgan then shared over thirty slides featuring local narrow examples. These examples were
made available to the SAC – one packet per table – and could be written on by SAC members.
C: The first slide example (skinny
houses that were on the Southeast
walking tour) includes good
examples.
Q: Do these examples include
basement ADUs?

Permit records do not show an Accessory Dwelling Unit for either structure
Q: How can the buildings in these examples be so close to the street?
R: They went through a discretionary land review process. They have a unique
lot depth of about 50 feet.
Q: Did they meet code-mandated height requirements?
R: Yes - measured from the finished grade (different from the sidewalk grade) to
the midpoint of the highest gable.
Q: Do these meet code-mandated height/width ratio requirements?
R: BPS staff is uncertain, but acknowledge that the project was permitted.
R: The SAC can help inform these development standards.
C/Q: The third slide example (skinny house that was on the Southeast
walking tour) appears to have an entrance that is over four feet above
grade. What will the City do when a field review determines that a
permitted development does not meet code prior to issues of an
occupancy permit?
C: Once a house is built, it is difficult to ‘unbuild’. It is difficult for City
inspectors to determine height conformance during site visits.
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R: The City must both determine established finished grade and approve heights
in permit submittal documents. Then, the construction must be monitored and
enforced for conformance.
Q: How wide is the home?
R: 15 feet.
Q: How wide is the lot?
R: 25 feet. Eaves can project one foot into the setback.
On the sixth slide example (skinny lots), the
developments went through design review
to reduce setbacks.
Q: What lots go through Design Review?
R: Design Review is a discretionary
land use review. Oregon law
requires that property owners have
the choice of one of two development processes: subjective or objective. For the latter,
City staff makes discretionary decisions for meeting intents like ‘compatibility’ or
‘architectural style’; neighbors have an opportunity to repeal appeal these decisions.
To minimize confusion, ‘land use review’ should be used in this meeting in place of ‘design
review’ and all other specific, discretionary land use review processes.
Q: Hypothetically, is it within the SAC’s purview to determine that all developments should go
through a discretionary land use review process?
R: Obviously, there are not the resources to demand that all new developments go
through a discretionary land use review process.
C: Yes, but could the SAC establish new criteria for some developments?
Q: Is demanding that all new developments go through a discretionary land use
review process prevented through existing code, or is this just an assumption by
City staff?
R: State law requires local administration of a two-track planning process
to ensure that housing remain affordable. If there was only one track,
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some affordable housing developers, such as community development
corporations (CDCs) could not afford to build permit-ready houses.
Q: How did pre-approved permit plans come about?
R: This will be explained later in the presentation.
Q: Who holds property owners accountable for ensuring built work conforms to code?
R: City planners ensure that permit documents meet code; City inspectors observe
whether built work conforms to approved construction documents.
C: Building out of conformance is a calculated risk that developers could take.
R: If some construction is deemed to not conform, the City could demand
modification and/or removal of it.
Q: Is it up to City building inspectors to determine whether
construction meets code?
R: Yes.
In response to an earlier question, the 12th slide example (Living Smart competition), the City
of Portland sponsored a competition in 2004 that sought entries of replicable well-designed
architectural plan solutions for skinny houses. Designs from two winning recipients were preapproved by the City and made available to future developers. Standards of these plans were
later incorporated into Portland’s zoning code. If a builder sought to make significant changes
to the pre-approved plans, he or she would need to go through the City’s standard permitting
process. A copy of Living Smart: Big Ideas for Small Lots was shared with the SAC and is
available via link below.
Link to Living Smart: Big Ideas for Small Lots:
https://www.portlandonline.com/bds/Living_Smart_Design_Excellence_Monograph.pdf
Living Smart benefits included a
permit fee (Approximately $7,000)
that was about 50% of that of the fee
for developments permitted through
the City’s standard process. Preapproved plans from the Living Smart
competition were only used 12 times.
While the program was later
discontinued, the code that was
codified from them is still applicable
for new development.
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Link to information on the City’s now-suspended Living Smart House Program:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/index.cfm?&c=51302
C: The earlier question was more in regards to the Masterplan House Program.
R: This program was available for developers seeking pre-approved plans.
C: It assumes that developers will see it as a cost savings.
Q: Is the City’s Masterplan House Program still operating?
R: City staff is uncertain but will get back to the SAC with more
information.
Post-Meeting Clarification: Master House Plans is a City program where an applicant can
submit a single-dwelling residential plan for review and be designated as a Master House Plan.
Once accepted as a Master House Plan, the same applicant can apply for permits to build the
same plan on different sites. The approved plans are kept in-house by the City and preapproved for Building Code requirements. No changes are allowed to the plans and they are
not re-reviewed for compliance with Building Code when they are proposed for individual
sites. The Building Code review fee is half the regular review fee. These plans are reviewed and
pre-approved for compliance with some zoning standards (e.g. windows on street-facing
façade or width of garage wall), but not site-specific zoning standards (e.g. building coverage,
setbacks or height). The fee for the zoning review is the same as for other permits and the
overall review time may not be dramatically different since infrastructure bureaus still
complete their standard review. This program is still available, but is not used often because of
the lack of flexibility.
Fast Track was a City program that was in effect for a previous iteration of the New Single
Family Residential permit intake and review process. Repeat applicants could be eligible if the
permit submittals were relatively simple house plans and the applicant had a history of
submitting complete permit requests that did not demand significant corrections. Fast Track
applicants would receive check sheets or have plans approved for issuance within 10 days of
their submittal. This program is not part of the current NSFR permit intake and review process.
Q: Are homes shown in the 35th slide example (attached units on corner in multi-dwelling
zone) subject to City code requirements for outdoor space?
R: City staff is uncertain but will get back to the SAC to confirm.
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`Post-Meeting Clarification: This development in R1a (Irvington Historic District) appears to
meet required outdoor area requirement
specified in 33.120.240.B.1 and 2 that specify
that areas must be
48 square feet (min dimensions of 6’x6’), and
may be on private balconies.
Q: Are outdoor requirements
for multi-dwelling zones
different than those in single-dwelling zones?
R: Yes.

SAC EXERCISE
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) provided instructions for the SAC exercise, which
would be performed at four BPS project staff-facilitated tables (by Todd Borkowitz, Tyler Bump,
Sandra Wood and Julia Gisler). Anne indicated that members of the general public in
attendance would have the opportunity to share oral testimony at 8:15pm and requested that
SAC members report out their table’s findings to the larger group afterwards. Written
comments and table notes are included below.
Written Comments on Narrow/Skinny House Examples:
Skinny Lots with Shared Driveway: “Great”; “Garage In
Back”; “Detail”

Detached House – Old Standards: “Flat”; “High Off of
Grade”; “Matchbox”; “Small Windows”
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Skinny Lot: “OK!!!”; “Good Overhand”; “No Garage”; “Cute”

Skinny Lots: “22.5 height [indecipherable]”; “On
SE Walk”; “Went thru DZ”; “(50’ deep lots)”;
“OK In Context”; “Too Tall As Rule”; “These
Seem Too Tall”

Skinny Lot: “On Walk”

Skinny Lot “OK”; “Not Too Tall”; “Mass On Back Not Street
(Lower)”; “Door Emphasized”
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Skinny Lots: “2002-2005”; “Predates 4’ From
Grade”

Skinny Lots: “SE Walk”; “DZ”; “Like Unique
Feature on Left”

Skinny Lot: “Super Cute”

Living Smart Competition: “Great
Looking”; “No Garage OK”

Narrow Lots: “Not Built”
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Narrow Lots: “We Like These”

Narrow Lots: “These Are Fine”

Narrow Lot: “This Is A Crazy-Looking House”
Not Narrow nor Skinny Lots
(Multi-dwelling Zone): “We
Like These”
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Narrow Lot Planned Development: “Lower
Garage vs. On Street Height”; “Well Designed”;
“We Like These”

Narrow Lots with a PD: “Beech”

Written Facilitator Chartpack Notes From Tables:
1. When lots call for narrow construction, what forms and designs are appropriate?
Table #1: BPS staff – Todd Borkowitz
• Street facing garages = bad
• Entry = street level - measured from front ‘street/[sidewalk] grade’
• Should look like houses – not towers; issue of height itself or setbacks
• Attached row houses
• Good front articulation
• Wider houses = better
• Proportional (not tall [and] skinny)
• Attached housing [within] a single roofline
• Proportional garages
• [Houses less than a] certain width should trigger a certain process
• Side yard [setback] either 5’ or 0’
• No garages = less height
• [Accessory dwelling units] under 2 story skinny made house taller; room in 15’ house for
an [accessory dwelling unit]
• R2.5 – opportunity to do good houses, not seeing good sf houses, in [R]2.5 – too narrow
• Should be as easy to build attached row houses (or 2-plex)
• [Single-family] detached should not be allowed in R2.5 zone [without a land use] review
– not 100%, but re-examine to go to either R2 or R5 (no R2.5)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Future tour to discuss R2 = needed); Where are R2 zones?; In NW 17th/Irving – [where
one SAC member] used to live - only brick row houses in the city
End of [single-family] zones
What can we learn from R2?
15’ [building] width – need [attached] housing – more focus on streets/not back yards
No [street] facing garages
Some skinny houses fit that were more intentional
[Height], [setback and] garages [and] porch [height]
[By SAC member]: “We reacted positively to some of the houses on narrow lots &
negatively to a lot of them
o Most of the negative reactions were to houses that we felt were disproportionate
to the surroundings
o Widths of less that X’ should trigger a certain process
o Need to revisit grade provisions, garage allowances, and heights to width ratio
o Wish to provide incentives to encourage attached dwellings/rowhouses”

Table #2: BPS Staff - Tyler Bump
• Why difference between skinny [and] narrow?
• Why house different – should be consistent
• Laurelhurst example… narrow lot may be awkward – different standards for different
neighborhoods
• QUESTION: Why 25’ plat - if not for skinny lots [and] houses?
o Not common [at] single 25’ lot but there is precedent
o Bought as multiples
• Reasons to constrain development
• Why is it [okay] to have underlying plat override zoning [?]
• New lot confirmation [means] less City oversight
• Insurer and surveyor responsible for accountability of building on site
• Attached housing [okay] for separate buildings? Give more green space?
o Maintenance [and] practicality [versus] reducing mass
 20’ [versus] 15’
 Better floor plan [versus] ‘people’ want single family
• Height – Detached houses on skinny [lots] easier as 2-story [with] no garage
• Question: Stairs relative to street or grade?
• 1.2 [versus] 1.5 – Have 1 design code – 1.2 preferred
o Helps [with] affordability
o Helps [with] scale
• City wide should be applied equally – no different from design standards
• Maybe different in different zones (standards for skinny/narrow)
• Skinny [and] narrow: Easier to agree upon if 2 [story]/ no front garage
o How to regulate?  ‘architectural’ detail
• Front garages [okay] if:
o Lowered below grade
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•
•

o Front door within 4’
Standards for skinny [and] narrow should be the same or possibly only different to zone
[and] not [by] age established?
o 1.2 applied to both
Who do we need this size of development? Over affordability?

Table #3: BPS staff – Sandra Wood
• Detached is better. People want to be detached [and] own their own dirt.
• 25% agrees [with] detached.
• 20% would like attached if they could afford it.
• Density bonus for attached?
• [National] Association of Realtors/[Portland State University] study show that trend is
changing [and] access is essential.
• R2.5 should look different than R5.
• Skinny lots on R5 is haphazard [and] doesn’t make sense. Maybe have higher
standards/bar. More compatible.
• Shouldn’t all new narrow lots meet high bar? 2 sets of standards is too confusing.
• Zoning controls
• Compromise: Ease up on R2.5 [and ratchet] down on skinnies [in residential zones].
• Calculate density for lot confirmations.
• Underlying lots create special set of standards based on haphazard platting.
• Height is the biggest issue [and] could be resolved by [instead building a] tuck-under
garage, [accessory dwelling unit,] or family room, [and] coupled with [a] height
restriction.
• Proportionality – [The] smaller the lot, [the] lower the height
• How much does excavating cost?

Table #4: BPS Staff – Julia Gisler
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•
•
•
•
•

Skinny lots incentivize attached; (and R2.5) – size limit [should be dependent on a
development’s] close prox[imity] to amenities
o [At a] certain size they [should] go [through a] twofold process
Skinny [houses create] poor utilization of lot
Car – Don’t require parking on narrow [lots within] 500’ from transit but [still do so on]
other areas [that] are farther away.
[Narrow lot development is] important but [have a] secondary status
Measure [building height from the] grade on street, not [from the finished grade] on [a]
lot.

2. Portland has this legacy of historically platted skinny lots. How should we address these
lots in the future, given:
A. Neighborhood patterns and location
Table #1:
• Pattern areas not sufficient – some houses should not be preserved if in bad
[condition]/unhealthy; How to help homeowners improve [existing] houses?
Table #2: [no written responses]
Table #3:
• Do away [with] skinny lots in areas that aren’t zoned for it. Perhaps we allow some
flexibility as [a] compromise.
Table #4:
• Lot line adjustment [with] historic platting: pros/cons; can’t move and still meet
criteria
• Random [versus] mapped
• Orphans in historic platted lots
o Turn off historic
o Turn off in certain areas
o Character of neighborhood historic pattern
o Distance from certain corridor
B. Housing affordability
Table #1:
• Other ways to create [affordable] housing than skinny lots; not just about size of
house
Table #2: [no written responses]
Table #3:
• There are groups.
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•
•
•

What creates a more affordable unit?
Attached?
o Energy savings
o More open space
Detached?
o Higher profit margin
o $5,000 [or] more for [building an] extra wall

Table #4:
• People will buy what they can afford
• Skinny home[s] [are good options for] 1st time home buyers
C. Property owner’s investment/expectation
Table #1:
• Metro survey: people want a [single-family] home and amenities
• Streamlining = better
• Incentives to preserve [existing] houses or convert to [multi-family] units
Tables #2, 3, and 4: [no written responses]
D. Existing City policies and new Comp Plan related to housing choice and growth
strategy
Table #1:
• Combine – 1 set of rules for skinny [and] narrow
• Allow 2 units on same lots [without] splitting
• Zone R2.5 if that is what City is aiming for
• Rezone 2.5 in areas of heavy historic lot patterns
• Remove 5 [year requirement] or both houses have 5 [years]
• Void 5 [year] moratorium if building attached (incentives)
• $25k demo[lition] tax will make little impact
Tables #2, 3, and 4: [no written responses]
3. Knowing the R2.5 zone is intended for 1 unit per 2,500 s.f., how do you see these zoned
areas transitioning and evolving given the goal discussed by Desiree last meeting? Adapt
the City’s single swelling development standards to meet the needs of current and future
generations. What ultimately could and should they look like?
Table #1:
• R2.5 – opportunity to do good houses, not seeing good [single-family] houses, in [R]2.5 –
too narrow
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Tables #2 and 3: [no written responses]
Table #4:
• R2.5  Max[imize] to multi-dwelling designation (same density); max[imize] flexibility

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Hillary Dames: Hillary, a South Burlingame resident who greeted the SAC and shared her
thoughts on residential infill in the neighborhood during the SAC neighborhood walks,
highlighted some neighborhood concerns on posters and written testimony statements from
neighbors (including South Burlingame resident Robin Harman). Hillary demonstrated how
some new infill development does fit with the neighborhood’s fabric by suggestion that her
own child can clearly identify what new homes are out-of-place. In addition SAC meeting
summaries and neighborhood walk notes indicate that many South Burlington neighbors
immediately adjacent to new infill were not the ones sharing concerns. However, Hillary notes
that her home is across the street from and is directly affected by a nearby infill development
and that the SAC’s assessment of neighborhood concerns in South Burlingame is inaccurate.
Lara Zingmark: Lara, a South Burlingame resident. She is also directly impacted by new infill and
how it looks when viewed from her home. Current (older) homes in the neighborhood and on
steep slopes have basements, allowing them to be short enough to not impact the views of
neighbors. Protecting trees is critical in the neighborhood as they help maintain neighborhood
aesthetic, aid the environment and help protect neighbors from freeway noise. Much of the
new R5 infill in the area is creating a density that is detrimental to children, the elderly and
persons with disabilities. Required sidewalks for new developments create a visual anomaly
with existing development
Q: How specifically does new residential infill impact children, the elderly and persons
with disabilities?
C (resident): There is increased traffic from the additional density. In areas with
incomplete sidewalk networks, pedestrians are in the street.
Shannon Hiller-Webb: Shannon has resided in South Burlingame for 31 years. New singlefamily development has increased gentrification. Development should aim to preserve
neighborhood livability and character. This could be done through the applications of measures
that result in lower roof lines, greater setbacks and the maintenance of views. Shannon thanks
the SAC for its valued work on residential infill issues and hopes that the group will prioritize
neighborhood livability through promotion of New Urbanism principles. New infill does not
meet these principles. The SAC is tasked with a great responsibility to develop ideas to the
highest order to affect real and positive change.
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Roger Zumwalt: Roger, a South Burlingame resident, observes the complexity of Portland’s
development code. What does R5 mean? Homeowners in the neighborhood purchased
properties with the understanding that the R5 zone includes certain attributes. As City goals
and goals identified in the Southwest Community Plan highlight the importance of protecting
residential qualities, these qualities should be respected. ‘Established character’ should mean
something and influence new and future residential infill through limiting setbacks, tall heights
and developments with no trees. The SAC should look to address these issues.
Robert Lennox: Robert is Land Use Chair of the South Burlingame Neighborhood Association.
The bullying by new developers is creating an undesired animosity between old and new
neighborhood residents. New homes should have basements and create livable properties that
complement the neighborhood. Developers of many of the neighborhood’s new infill
developments add manufactured grades on sites so that taller homes can be built. There is an
onus on the City to ensure that new developments are designed and constructed in a fair
manner. The City’s current allowance of the undesired new residential infill is creating and
strengthening adversarial relationships between the City of Portland and South Burlingame
residents.
Q: The SAC has repeatedly heard from South Burlingame residents about their concerns.
Is this neighborhood being disproportionally affected by Portland’s development code?
Is there any data that illustrates this?
C (resident): One reason why there is such strong concern from South
Burlingame neighbors is because they became very actively mobilized through
Macadam Ridge (a nearby subdivision proposal).
C (resident Margaret Davis): Residents from the Beaumont-Wilshire
neighborhood concur with concerns being shared by South Burlingame residents
and hopes that these concerns represent those of Portland residents in all
neighborhoods.
Post-Meeting Clarification: Per comments from Margaret Davis at the 1/5/16 SAC Meeting
#5 and in a follow up phone conversation with BPS staff on 1/8/16, these minutes should
reflect that she was the individual from the Beaumont-Wilshire neighborhood who
concurred with concerns being shared by South Burlingame residents. Margaret recalled that
a resident from the Richmond Neighborhood Association also concurred, and indicated that
43 other Portland neighborhood associations have also “signed on” with similar concerns.
Post-Meeting Clarification: As a general standard, BPS project staff only indicate the names
of individuals providing comments at SAC meeting summaries only when it is part of his or
her allotted reserved time, unless requested otherwise.
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Terry Griffiths: Terry lives in Portland’s Woodstock neighborhood in Southeast Portland. South
Burlingame residents raised many of her same concerns. There has been a significant loss of
‘sky space’ from new residential infill. Buildings on 25-foot by 100-foot lots next to one-story
existing, older ranch houses often present big, blank walls towards neighbors. Thanks to South
Burlingame residents. Portland needs to stop ‘monster’ houses from being built.
C (resident): A lot of vitriol is being created on residential infill issues.
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) thanked the general public for their comments and
shared that there will be a broader public involvement process for the Residential Infill Project
in 2016.
Q: Can someone from South Burlingame give examples of good residential infill development
that they would like to see in their neighborhood? Photos to give SAC members a better frame
of reference would be helpful.
C (resident): Yes, South Burlingame residents will provide.
Post-Meeting Clarification: The address of one example of good residential infill development
that South Burlingame residents would like to see more of in their neighborhood was provided
by South Burlingame resident Robin Harman at the SAC Meeting #2 on October 6, 2015.

SAC EXERCISE

Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) asked the designated SAC member table
representative to each report their findings and discussions to the larger group (see notes
above).

WRITTEN PUBLIC COMMENTS
(See next pages)
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Provided by Robin Harman and Bob Myall to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 1 of 2):
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Provided by Robin Harman and Bob Myall to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 2 of 2):
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Provided by Barbara Shirtcliff to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 1 of 4):
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Provided by Barbara Shirtcliff to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 2 of 4):
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Provided by Barbara Shirtcliff to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 3 of 4):
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Provided by Barbara Shirtcliff to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 4 of 4):
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Provided by Linda Meier to BPS staff on 12/1/15
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Provided by Hillary and George Dames to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 1 of 2):
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Provided by Hillary and George Dames to BPS staff on 12/1/15 (Page 2 of 2):
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Provided by Shannon Hiller-Webb via email to BPS staff on 12/2/15:
“Hi, my name is Shannon. I am a 4th generation Portland native and have had my home in
South Burlingame for 31 years. I have watched as my city has grown and changed around me
and until these last 2 years have been encouraged by our sustainable and smart approach.
I spent some time in San Francisco during the 1st dot com boom and watched as artists and
creatives, the heart and soul of a city, were forced out and replaced with upscale gentrification.
Many migrated to Portland and bolstered the already vibrant and unique community while San
Francisco’s quirky neighborhoods became homogenous developments void of retaining what
made them special. It wasn’t long before I yearned to return to the authenticity of Portland. I
came back to the neighborhood I know and love and am asking that you preserve the livability
and personality of South Burlingame. Many neighborhoods around the city, including South
Burlingame, have their own character that should be defined and retained. Ours is one of lower
rooflines and greater setbacks and many of our homes are Mid Century Modern with Eames era
styling providing mountain, evergreen and wildlife views. Neighborhoods were built with
intention and compatibility and the egregious infill we are seeing are stripping neighbors of
livability and their greatest single investment.
I support SMART growth or New Urbanism which seeks to complement growth management
with thoughtful consideration given to sustainability, preservation, sense of place, resource
stewardship and land preservation while preventing urban sprawl. I support permitting
development that fits the existing character of the neighborhood and yet most of what I see is
McMansions grossly out of character and impacting neighbors significantly without increasing
density or improving livability with desperately needed infrastructure like bike lanes, bus routes,
sidewalks, appropriate student:teacher ratio and addressing failed intersections. There is much
to be said for asking developers to take a Triple Bottom Line approach where they account not
just for their profit but also account for people (the neighborhood) and planet (our habitats that
create livability). As home owners and tax payers, we have rights that need to be protected and
I hope the committee weighs these rights as they move forward in drafting new Land Use laws.
You are tasked with a great responsibility of caretaking what has made us great and forging
new paths to preserve our innovative city for generations to come. I thank you for your service
and challenge you to rise to the highest order to affect real change.”

END OF SUMMARY MINUTES
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